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'The history of parking'

In 1992 Alan was commissioned by the NZ Police to write a comprehensive history book about
the City of Auckland Traffic Department.  Titled “Equal to the Task” This book details New Zea-
land traffic control from its birth in 1894 to 1994. Alan is looking forward to presenting to you
the history of Parking Control in New Zealand.  Sure to be a fascinating story.

'Update on enforcement projects at AT'

AT John leads Parking Design, Adjudication, Enforcement (Parking and Transport), and new
technology programs within the parking environment. John will talk about AT's 'Transport
Officer' project. This project is through the scoping and planning stage and is being imple-
mented today with 48 Officers currently deployed on the Auckland rail network. Also an up-
date on discussion with AT taking over from the NZ Police to enforce red light offences.

ADVAM delivers world leading payment solutions, providing the expertise to make
processing payments easier for its clients.  ADVAM's reservation platform, parking
solutions, unattended hardware and integrated online payment solutions
enable clients to engage with their customers online, via mobile or at self-service
terminals.

' '

The Access Aware app was developed in partnership with ThunderMaps and is a world first ini-
tiative set to revolutionise the reporting and enforcement of mobility parking abuse. Raewyn
will be walking us through the functionality and backgroud to their new app and also talk about
recent enforcement trials in Wellington and Christchurch.
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Rotorua Lakes District Council
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Regional Manager Scheidt and Bachmann

As Regional Manager Asia/Pacific of the Parking Division of Scheidt & Bachmann GmbH, one of
the world market leaders in off-street parking technology Christian is responsible for the channel
management, key account management and business development.

HAPPY HOUR
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Desert
A trio of mini deserts served from the buffet;
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ChargeNet started out in 2016 as a few enterprising Kiwis with a dream of encouraging people to
turn on to electric vehicles, and through a mix of imagination, determination, and some pretty
clever software we’re now the largest privately owned, fast charging network in the Southern
Hemisphere!
Hear ames talk about how
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Inugo delivers africtionless parking experience building loyal, repeat customers
all whilst lowering your costs.
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Since the devastating Christchurch earthquakes of 2010 and 2011, Tim’s role with the City Council
has focused on planning the recovery and re-shaping of the badly damaged central city’s transport
networks. Tim has been involved in the drafting and then delivery of An Accessible City – the trans-
port chapter of the Christchurch Central Recovery Plan. This deals with both short term parking
needs over the early years, as well as planning the delivery of new public parking buildings. Tim will
discuss how they are being blended with nearby street works and developments to create attractive
and easy to access parking facilities across the new central city.
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Dunedin City Council
Colin will update us on their 'positive enforcement' approach following cycle way implementa-
tion. Officers experiences of personal camera's and new enforcement processes allowing real-
time population of NZTA vehicle details in the field.
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A Group Discussion designed to share ideas and insights around
parking management strategies, technology, and projects. This fo
rum is open to anyone who has an interest in these topics. A full
agenda will be available at conference.
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Craig’s presentation will detail Mosman Council’s journey of installing “Smart Parking” tech-
nology in its major business district. He will discuss the process of convincing the Council
and the community that parking technology was something to embrace. He will detail the
installation process and learnings along the way, as well as now 12 months on, what bene-
fits have arisen and what is the data suggesting about the behaviours of over stayers.
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